
Please see Business Mtg Minutes for any correction to this report. 

Some people are concerned about the terminology “rent.” 

 

VBFM Finance Committee report to business meeting Nov. 11, 2018 – Dave, TomK, NancyC and Beth 

No Business Mtg action needed.  Treasurer Report will likely overlap and supersede parts of this. 

 

1.  The annual budget is being developed and will be submitted for approval in December Business Mtg.  Our 

process is for Committees to propose (prior to November Business Mtg) amounts as applicable for line items 

within their area of responsibility and expertise.  Most significantly we have not yet heard from School Cmte.  

The draft budget is posted on the web site and a half dozen copies are here.  The budget when approved is the 

authority for the treasurer to spend money.  Spending outside the budget (or other documented approval from 

Business Mtg), would require Business Mtg action.  Committees with blanks should be making certain they 

provide their input as soon as possible. 

 

2.  Yearly Meeting Finance (including Interim Body) is still considering their budget which has been 

consistently building a surplus, and considering what to do with the surplus.  VB Finance has recommended to 

YM Finance that Meetings reduce their contributions till the surplus is drawn down on the types of expenses 

that the contributions had been intended for.  YM has so far decided to set aside $10,000 of surplus as a 

“contingency” fund, and has decided to fund children’s program at the YM session.  As part of our VB budget, 

VB Finance is recommending that our contribution to Yearly Meeting be reduced to $350, and even at that level 

we would be contributing into a building surplus.   

 

3.  Early in 2019 Beth will be performing the review of the 2018 Annual Report that Treasurer Dave will put 

together. 

 

4.  For our next meeting’s agenda, we will be considering resurrecting the implementation of a grant process out 

of Rita Wass funds.  Also use of the Jonathan Barclay funds which we earmarked for bibles and the Lucy Stone 

funds that we earmarked for education will be considered; both of these have about $2500 in them.  We should 

also consider if our investment strategy might be vulnerable to a market crash. 

 

5.  Finance Cmte is looking for fresh blood who is interested in becoming engaged. 

 

6.  The School reimbursed Meeting paying off the entirety of their loan. 

 

7.  We heard via YM that the William Penn House in Washington DC expects to re-organize in 2019.  They are 

lining up loans of $10,000 or more to help them get thru a difficult time beginning next summer for the next 

couple of years.  They are offering their building and property as collateral such that the loans should be secure.  

We have heard good things about their organization and facility, and Finance Cmte seems to be interested in 

possibly making a loan.   Nancy Craft will follow up to get more information about their business plan and 

terms that they may be proposing for loans to them. 

 

8.  Treasurer Dave intends at the beginning of 2019 to send a confirmation letter to all people who gave a 

financial contribution that we can track (e.g. contributed a check vs. cash), plus a letter to all other “active” 

members and attenders that we don’t have a record of a 2018 contribution. 

 

9.  We were asked about “rental rates” which are a Finance Committee responsibility.  We need to consider this 

next time we meet, but we are beginning with the understanding that allowing groups to use our building is 

intended to be more of a charity and support for organizations which are approved by MEO, than a way to make 

money.  We believe those groups, however, should defray the costs incurred.  The default rent for new 

arrangements is currently $30 / hour but we do not believe that covers our direct and “wear and tear” expenses.  

We are considering a higher rate going forward, but would intend to “grandfather” existing groups at their 

current rates whenever we raise our base rate. 


